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Thule, The Nazi Atlantis, Legendary Home Of Aryan
Superbeings That Ruled Prehistory Thule Was Supposed To
Be A Nazi Myth, But When A Defector From The SS Occult
Sciences Division, The Karotechia, Brings Proof Of Thule S
Reality, Delta Green S Course Is Clear The Alien City And Its
Technological And Occult Secrets Must Be Denied To The
Enemy At All Costs But The True Masters Of Thule Are
Fighting Their Own War A Traitor From The Past Endangers
Their Eons Old Plan To Shape The Future The Survival Of
Mankind Depends On The Fate Of Thule But To Destroy Thule
Or Save It Which Choice Will Save Mankind Written By Dennis
Detwiller With Cover Art By Samuel Araya
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This was an interesting book, but it has some issues As a
game tie in it s not very friendly to newcomers, the main
plot isn t as exciting as an early subplot, and it over

The Man Without
Qualities

promises for such a slender volume That being said, I
enjoyed what Detwiller tried to accomplish, and both the

The Elephant Tree

beginning and ending were quite strong.This book is for
established fans only This book is billed as A Cthulhu

The Earth, My Butt, and

Mythos Novel of World War II , and familiarity with the

Other Big Round Things

work of H.P Lovecraft particularly his Mythos stories
Facts Concerning the Late Arthur Jermyn and His Family
and The Shadow Out of Time are effectively required to
comprehend this story Some knowledge of the Delta

Cloudy With a Chance of
Meatballs

Green campaign setting for the Lovecraft inspired Call of
Cthulhu roleplaying game is also advisable if you want to

Where the Wild Things

get the most enjoyment out of the story.After a cryptic

Are

prologue about an aged military officer contemplating
suicide, the story gets very interesting, very quick We re

One Hundred Years of

introduced to a member of the Ahnenerbe, a historical

Solitude

Nazi organization dedicated to occult study It soon
becomes clear that he s been left disaffected and not a

John Dies at the End

little mentally unstable by his studies, and that he s just
biding his time until he can defect to the Allies and throw
a monkey wrench in the Axis s literal scorched earth

Me Talk Pretty One Day

strategy The narrative takes him to a coastal town in
occupied France, where he becomes an unwilling

One Flew Over the

bystander to the Ahnenerbe s efforts to broker an alliance

Cuckoo's Nest

with the Deep Ones, mutant fish men introduced in
Lovecraft s The Shadow Over Innsmouth The close

Stop Dressing Your Six-

encounters with the Deep Ones are very creepy and

Year-Old Like a Skank:

obliquely written, Detwiller does an excellent job

A Slightly Tarnished

portraying the characters sanity leach away through close

Southern Belle's Words

proximity with the unknowable Here we had unhinged yet

of Wisdom

sympathetic people committing atrocities to curry favor
with disturbing allies this was the peak of the book for
me, it s a shame it came so early.Unfortunately, the Deep
Ones section of the book comes to an abrupt end as the

books true protagonists arrive on the scene Delta Green,
a subdivision of the OSS tasked to deal with supernatural
threats The story to follow is still fun particularly if you
enjoy Delta Green but after such an atmospheric build up
it felt like a vaguely disappointing bait and switch The
story s true antagonists are somewhat undefined, and the
primary plot twist towards the end seemed poorly
foreshadowed, with baffling motivations.In the end, the
story ends up being a Call of Cthulhu story set during
World War II , rather than a Cthulhu Mythos novel of
World War II There are two slight distinctions here One is
that readers hoping for an grand reveal of the occult side
of World War II will be disappointed this book is nowhere
near that epic in scope The second distinction is that
perhaps unsurprisingly, given the origins of the Delta
Green property Denied to the Enemy leans towards the
Call of Cthulhu roleplaying game s interpretation of the
Cthulhu Mythos than Lovecraft I counted about five
different creature types appearing over the course of the
story, while most literary Mythos authors tend to limit
themselves to one or two While monster spotting is sort
of fun for RPG fans, some of the cameos were a little
gratuitous, like attempts at fan service Don t have the
Tcho Tchos show up if you re not going to do anything
with them If you re already a Delta Green fan, by all
means give this book a shot But if you re not, this book
won t turn you into one.
Reply
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A well written book, but also a slow one, I think because it
spends so much effort stitching together different

Lovecraft stories.
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I m a big fan of the work of HP Lovecraft an author whose
writing might not always have been the finest, but man,
the ideas, those wonderful ideas His Cthulhu Mythos has
of course been much venerated not least through the Call
of Cthulhu roleplaying game that gobbled up so many of
my nights Delta Green is an offshoot of the mythos in
both gaming and written form and Detwiller s books are a
determined look at the Delta Green organisation, a secret
group set up to deal with the truth of the mythos After all,
if the authorities knew that Old Ones and their kind were
indeed a threat to the world, they d have to do something
about that, right Delta Green is the solution And
sometimes the problem Detwiller charts a tale through
the years of World War II, as rival factions make use of
ancient tomes and dangerous artifacts in pursuit of their
goals.I ll be honest I ve enjoyed Detwiller s stories before,
but this one is a bit disjointed It feels like a number of
short stories shunted together, rather than a piece as a
whole I still quite liked it because I m a Cthulhu Mythos
junkie, but it s probably not the greatest place to start If
your copy of Lovecraft s complete collection has as many
dog eared pages as Cthulhu has tentacles, and you ve
already dabbled with Delta Green stories, then dive on in,
it s certainly one for the completist If you re newer to the
material, you might want to read some of those other
works first.
Reply
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My first Delta Green novel after reading a series of
anthologies I found the first third un put downable a
compact, compelling blend of occult science fiction and
pulp espionage But after such a promising start, the
narrative fractures over the final two thirds, introducing
too many sub plots and characters that take too long to
reassemble.
Reply
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Great TaleThis story follows the actions of the
organization known as Delta Green from America and
Pieces from Britain as they take on the Nazis and alien
races.You become quite attached to the characters within
this story as they fight against the Nazi regime.Throw in a
third party and you wonder will anyone survive.Great
book
Reply
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Really like this, probably would give 5 stars, but there

was an odd lack of conflict with or presence of the Nazi s
in the second half of the story, given the way the story
began.
Reply
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Pretty good Delta Green story A World War II tale A very
good entry in a great shared universe I am enjoying this
series with every read.
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A well written effort that drops the reader straight into the
Delta Green setting s early era Lovecraftian horror meets
the banality of evil in World War II Detwiller s taut writing
conveys the full lurking evils beyond the ken of man as
he takes us from one theater of the war to the next as DG
and PISCES agents struggle to thwart the machinations
of the Nazis and greater forces Multiple entities,
locations, and stories by HPL are invoked From the
degenerate rapacious Deep Ones to the inscrutably
transcendental Great Race to still others hinted in
cameos, this book has it all However, ultimately it feels a
bit like a shaggy dog story meets WWII travelogue, as the
main plot does not pick up until the midpoint though what
follows previously, the viewpoint from a disloyal yet
complicit SS officer, is chillingly compelling All of the
characters are or less bluff military men, steadfast in the

cause of duty, which makes them rather generic Still,
Lovecraft s stories are not really about the protagonist
figures, but rather the eldritch situations they are
captured in, and the book does show them effectively As
a personal preference, I felt the book became less horror
and cosmic thriller, even space fantasy, towards the end,
almost reminiscent of Darwinia by Robert Charles Wilson
I thought the portrayal of the Yithians was rather shallow
and bare Such is the difficulty in writing about an
inscrutable yet not altogether malevolent Ultimately, Delta
Green Denied to the Enemy is a solid entry into the dark
world of DG, but not an excellent one.
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I read this book because I like games set in the Cthulhu
Mythos but have never gotten into Delta Green, and I
thought this would be a good introduction.I likes this up to
the last chapter The principal characters were faced with
an unknown, you sensed their increasing awareness that
there was to the story than they knew as the story went
on And as the last in the chains of principal characters
reached the climax of the story, they did so with the
realization that this was much bigger than they had
imagined But to me I lost it in the very end The
characters have their moments of heroic sacrifice and
after that comes the horror in the realization of what they
found But and maybe it is because I read this over the
course of a month the epilogue seemed to be forced in
wrapping up the final fates of the various characters
Reply
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First and foremost, take it from a guy who has read than
his share of shared world fiction usually but not always,
novels set in RPG worlds , this is the best one I ve ever
read This is good enough to stand with the non shared
world fiction books.And awesome expansion on the ideas
of the Cthulhu mythos world and Lovecraftian themes We
ve got WWII action, occult nazis, aliens, ancient hidden
cities, secret government organizations, horror, action,
adventure, its all here Good characters that feel real and
deal with some very crazy situations in there own
uniquely gibbering ways Complex plot that for me
seamlessly weaves multiple mytho s devices into one
synergistically amazing book I hate to be mysterious
about details but I really think anyone reading this should
go and read this and I don t want to ruin any surprises for
you They are half the fun.
Reply
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